World Data Center Rack PDU Market (6.78% CAGR) To 2021
ReportsnReports.com adds Global Data Center Rack PDU Market 2017-2021 latest
research report; the analysts forecast global data center rack PDU market to grow at
a CAGR of 6.78% during the period 2017-2021.
ReportsnReports.com adds Global Data Center Rack PDU Market 2017-2021 latest research report;
the analysts forecast global data center rack PDU market to grow at a CAGR of 6.78% during the
period 2017-2021.January 12, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- The global data center rack PDU market
analyst says the latest trend gaining momentum in the market is use of DC power in data center.
Powering of data centers using DC is still in its nascent stage. It is difficult for existing data center
operators to operate on DC without proven efficiency in long-term operations. However, the use of
AC power is more common in data centers. IT infrastructure that currently runs on DC power
function by converting AC to DC. Solar panels also produce DC power.
Complete report on data center rack PDU market spread across 74 pages, analyzing 7 major
companies
and
providing
24
data
exhibits
are
now
available
at
http://www.reportsnreports.com/reports/805863-global-data-center-rack-pdu-market-2017-2021.html
According to the data center rack PDU market report, one of the major drivers for this market is
increased demand for data centers. The increased use of technologies such as cloud computing
and big data analytics has fueled the demand for data centers worldwide. Therefore, the number of
data centers has increased considerably. This, in turn, is fueling the adoption of racks and rack PDU
products.
The following companies are the key players in the global Data Center Rack PDU market:
CyberPower Systems, Eaton, Vertiv, Legrand (Raritan), Schneider Electric, Server Technology, and
Tripp Lite. Other prominent vendors in the market are: Black Box, Canovate, Chatsworth Products,
Cisco, Conteg, Delta Power Solutions, Emcor (Crenlo), Enlogic (CIS Global), Fuji Electric, Geist
Global, Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE), Leviton, Methode Electronics, Minkels, Nlyte Software,
Panduit, Racktivity, Rittal, Siemens, and TSL Products. Order a copy of Global Data Center Rack
PDU Market 2017-2021 report @ http://www.reportsnreports.com/purchase.aspx?name=805863
Global data center rack PDU market in the Americas, many mega data centers are involved in the
procurement of renewable energy sources for data center operations. The adoption of basic PDUs
in the Americas is expected in Tier 1 and Tier 2 facilities only. However, the adoption of intelligent
infrastructure with power monitoring ability is likely to grow more due to the increased power
consumption concerns, especially in the US.
In EMEA, the construction rate of data centers is rising significantly in the Nordic region. The market
is also expected to grow due to the upsurge in the construction of data centers both in Africa and the
Middle East. In APAC, countries such as India, China, Japan, and Singapore are widely using
cloud-based services and big data analytics. Such extensive use has created a demand for data
centers, increasing the requirement for PDUs.
Global Data Center Rack PDU Market 2017-2021, has been prepared based on an in-depth market
analysis with inputs from industry experts. The report covers the present scenario and the growth
prospects of the global Data Center Rack PDU market for 2017-2021. To calculate the market size,
the report considers the revenue generated from worldwide sales of data center rack PDUs.
Further, the data center rack PDU market report states that one of the major factors hindering the
growth of this market is rise in complexity of data center designs. Designing a data center is a
complex task. During the designing process, there are factors such as the present IT load and future
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loads that are critical for successful operations for a period of around 5-10 years. The wiring
architecture of PDUs and IT infrastructure inside a rack are important.
About Us:
ReportsnReports.com is your single source for all market research needs. Our database includes
500,000+ market research reports from over 100+ leading global publishers &amp; in-depth market
research studies of over 5000 micro markets. With comprehensive information about the publishers
and the industries for which they publish market research reports, we help you in your purchase
decision by mapping your information needs with our huge collection of reports.
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